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Abstract. Classic retrieval methods use simple bag-of-word representations for queries
and documents. This representation fails to capture the full semantic richness of
queries and documents. More recent retrieval models have tried to overcome this
deficiency by using approaches such as incorporating dependencies between query
terms, using bi-gram representations of documents, proximity heuristics, and passage
retrieval. While some of these previous works have implicitly accounted for term or-
der, to the best of our knowledge, term order has not been the primary focus of any
research. In this paper, we focus solely on the effect of term order in information
retrieval. We will show that documents that have two query terms in the same order
as in the query have a higher probability of being relevant than documents that have
two query terms in the reverse order. Using the axiomatic framework for information
retrieval, we introduce a constraint that retrieval models must adhere to in order to
effectively utilize term order dependency among query terms. We modify existing re-
trieval models based on this constraint so that if the order of a pair of query terms is
semantically important, a document that includes these query terms in the same or-
der as the query should receive a higher score compared to a document that includes
them in the reverse order. Our empirical evaluation using both TREC newswire and
web corpora demonstrates that the modified retrieval models significantly outperform
their original counterparts.
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1 Introduction
Classic information retrieval systems such as BM25 [10] or query likelihood [9] use a very
simple bag of word representations for both queries and documents. These models have
proven to be effective and offer a compromise between efficiency and good results. However,
query terms have associations that are not considered when using a bag of word represen-
tation and this causes a decrease in performance of classic information retrieval systems.
Recent research has shown that taking these associations into consideration can effectively
improve retrieval performance [2,8,5,4,1,11].
Positional language models capture proximity and passage retrieval heuristics for in-
formation retrieval [5]. The method proposed by Yu attempts to incorporate dependencies
between terms using term co-occurrences information of terms [11]. While these two previous
works on terms associations totally neglect the role of term order, methods that use n-grams
[1,8,2,6], implicitly consider the order of terms for adjacent terms to some extent but don’t
consider the order of terms that are separated by a few other terms. These methods suffer
from data sparsity and using a bigger n-gram to cover this small distance causes even more
sparsity. An important difference between these methods and our proposed method is that
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we consider order dependency not only between two adjacent terms but also for more distant
terms inside a specified window size thus solving the data sparsity problem.
In this paper, we hypothesize that if a query contains term pairs whose semantics changes
if they appear in reverse, documents where these terms appear in the same order, are more
likely to be relevant. To verify the hypothesis, we conduct data exploratory analysis using
various TREC collections.
We use the axiomatic framework proposed by Fang [3] to model this hypothesis as a
formal constraint. We determine that SDM [6] and PLM do not satisfy this constraint and
then we modify these two retrieval methods so they adhere to this constraint. Experiments
show that our modified models significantly outperform the baselines.
2 Methodology
Axiomatic analysis provides an approach for developing retrieval models based on formalized
constraints and has received much attention in the information retrieval community [7,3].
In this section, we explain the intuition behind our term order constraint before formally
defining it. Finally, we propose two methods for modifying SDM and PLM retrieval methods.
Table 1: Association of relevance and query terms order along with collection statistics
Collection Queries #docs p(rel|q1q2) p(rel|q2q1)
AP Associated Press 1988-89 51-200 165k 0.212 0.192
Robust TREC 2004 Robust Track 301-450, 601-700 528k 0.194 0.167
WT2g TREC 1999 Web Track 401-450 247k 0.191 0.171
WT10g TREC 2000-2001 Web Track 451-550 1.7M 0.116 0.096
2.1 Term order and document relevance
In this section we check whether our intuition regarding the effect of term order is correct. To
achieve this, we compute p(Rel|ordered match) and p(Rel|reversed match) and test whether
p(Rel|ordered match) is significantly higher than p(Rel|reversed match).
For all queries in the dataset we find term pairs q1q2 where q1 comes before q2 in a
window of size 5. Having relevance judgments for the queries we compute the following
p(Rel|ordered match) = p(Rel|q1q2) =
Rdf(q1q2)
Rdf(q1q2) +Rdf(q2q1)
p(Rel|reversed match) = p(Rel|q2q1) =
Rdf(q2q1)
Rdf(q1q2) +Rdf(q2q1)
where Rdf(q1q2) is the relevant document frequency of the two terms q1 and q2 appearing
in order inside a window of size 5. Table 1 summarizes the results. The results suggest the
probability of relevance for a document having the terms in the same order as query is
more than a document that has them in reverse order. For all four datasets, the difference
is statistically significant using the two tailed paired t-test computed at a 95% confidence
level.
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2.2 Definition of the query term order constraint
This constraint is defined to capture term ordering in documents and queries which is lost
in existing retrieval models. If the semantics of a pair of terms in a query differs when their
ordering is reversed, this constraint will ensure that a document with these terms in the
correct order will have a higher relevance score than a document which has them in the
reverse order.
Formally, let D = 〈w1, · · · , wm〉 be a document where wi is the term at position i and
Q = 〈q1, q2〉 be a query with two terms q1 and q2 such that sem(q1 q2) 6= sem(q2 q1) where
sem(q1 q2) denotes the semantic meaning of the phrase “q1 q2”. When the above equation
is true it indicates that the semantic meaning of the phrase “q1 q2” is not the same as “q2
q1”.
We then defineD1 = D‖〈q1q2〉 = 〈d1, · · · , dm, q1, q2〉 andD2 = D‖〈q2, q1〉 = 〈d1, · · · , dm, q2, q1〉
where ‖ is the notation for concatenation (e.g. D1 is a document created from inserting the
terms q1 and q2 in that order to the end of D). Then, we can say S(D2, Q) ≤ S(D1, Q)
where S(D,Q) denotes the relevance score of document D with respect to query Q. Based
on this constraint, we want the retrieval function to give a higher score to a document which
has the two query terms in the same order as the query .
2.3 Modification of existing retrieval methods
To the best of our knowledge, existing retrieval models such as bag-of-words, n-gram based,
and passage retrieval models do not satisfy the proposed constraint. In this section, we select
SDM [6] and PLM [5] as examples of n-gram retrieval and robust passage retrieval models
respectively, and then modify them so as to satisfy the proposed term order constraint.
Modification of other retrieval models such as BM25 and query likelihood are also possible
as they are simpler compared to the chosen models.
To introduce our modification to existing methods, we introduce the following notation:
Df(w,w’) is the frequency of documents that contain terms w and w′ in this order in a
window of specific size.
The proposed constraint imposes a stipulation that we should only consider term order
for terms whose order is semantically important so we need to define a function that captures
whether the order of two query terms is important or not. For this purpose we define:
sem(w,w′) =
∣∣∣∣1/2−
Df(w,w′)
Df(w,w′) +Df(w′, w)
∣∣∣∣ (1)
The above function captures the importance of term order for two query terms. This
function ranges from 0 to 1/2. When the difference between document frequency of ww′
and w′w is large, we can conclude that different orders of these two terms are pointing to
different concepts and the sem function will evaluate to a value close to 1/2. But when the
difference between document frequencies for the different orders of these two terms is not
high we do not have enough evidence to decide with certainty whether the different orders
are pointing to different concepts and the sem function evaluates to 0.
While the proposed function is rather simple and computationally efficient, it gives sat-
isfactory results. We call this function semantic importance of term order (SITO).
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Modification of SDM The Sequential dependency model is a retrieval function that
incorporates both term bigrams and term proximity. The score of a document D with
respect to query Q is calculated as:
P (D|Q) = λT
∑
q∈Q
fT (q,D) + λO
∑
qi,qi+1∈Q
fO(qi, qi+1, D) + λU
∑
qi,qi+1∈Q
fU (qi, qi+1, D) (2)
where λT , λO and λU are hyper-parameters dictating the importance of unigram fre-
quency, ordered bigram frequency and unordered term co-occurrence frequency within a
window which are defined below:
fO(qi, qi+1, D) = log

 tf#1(qi,qi+1,D + µ
cf#1(qi,qi+1
|C|
|D|+ µ

 Weight of exact phrase
“qi qi+1” in doc D
fU (qi, qi+1, D) = log

 tf#uw8(qi,qi+1,D + µ
cf#uw8(qi,qi+1
|C|
|D|+ µ

 weight of unordered (span=8)
window “qi qi+1” in D
In order for SDM to satisfy the proposed constraint, it should take into account not just
sequential term pairs, but all terms appearing together within a window. Therefore we add
a component to SDM which calculates ordered term co-occurance. The function should also
take into account the semantic importance of word order (SITO) when rewarding terms
appearing in order. The modified SDM function is as follows:
P (D|Q) =λT
∑
q∈Q
fT (q,D) + λO
∑
qi,qi+1∈Q
fO(qi, qi+1, D)g(qi, qi+1)+
λU
∑
qi,qi+1∈Q
fU (qi, qi+1, D)h(qi, qi+1) +
∑
qi,qj∈Q,i+1<j
λOW fOW (qi, qj , D)g(qi, qj)
where g(w1, w2) =
3
4 + sem(w1, w2) and h(w1, w2) =
5
4 − sem(w1, w2). We define them as
such since sem has a range of [0, 5] and larger values indicate term order is semantically
important. g(·, ·) increases or decreases the weight based on whether term order is semanti-
cally important or not. h(·, ·) does the opposite. λOW is the weight we would like to give to
the ordered co-occurrence component. fOW is defined as
fOW (qi, qj , D) = log

 tf#owN(qi,qj ,D) + µ
cf#owN(qi,qj )
|C|
|D|+ µ

 weight of ordered (span=N)
window “qi”, “qj” in D
A similar approach can be taken for modifying the full dependency model (FDM) [6]
and the weighted sequential dependency model (WSDM) [2].
Modification of the PLM model Before we introduce our modification to PLM, we
provide a short overview of the model. Let D = (w1, w2, · · · , wN ) be a document of size
N where wi shows the i-th term of the document. Let c(w, j) be the count of term w at
position i in document D (if w occurs at position i, it is 1, otherwise 0) and k(i, j) be the
propagated count to position i from a term at position j. PLM defines the total propagated
count of term w at position i from the occurrences of w in all the positions as:
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c′(w, i) =
N∑
j=1
c(w, j)k(i, j)
Based on this term propagation, PLM has a frequency vector
〈c′(w1, i), c
′(w2, i), · · · , c
′(wN , i)〉 at position i forming a virtual document D
′
i. PLM then
uses the language modeling approach for information retrieval and computes the score of
document D′i using KL divergence retrieval model. Finally, PLM calculates the overall score
of D based on the scores of these virtual documents.
In order for PLM to satisfy our word order constraint, we need to reward documents in
which matched query terms appear in order with some other query terms in the document,
therefore if a term in position i appears in order with another query term, we increase
the score the document receives from this term. To achieve this we multiply c(w, i) with a
weight that captures the semantic importance of term order. This will ensure that the score
a document receives from a term will increase if the term appears in order with some other
query terms.
c′(w, i,D,Q) =
N∑
j=1
c(w, j)k(i, j)weight(wj , D,Q)
If the term at position j is not in order with any other query terms around position
j, this weight will be 1, but if another term appears in order with this query term around
position j, the weight will be increased proportionally to the semantic importance of these
two terms (equation 1). We define the weight function as follows:
weight(wj , D,Q) = 1 +
∑
w′∈Q
λ · sem(wj , w
′) · I(wj , w
′, D,Q)
where I(wj , w
′, D,Q) is true if wj and w
′ appear together in the same order they appear
in the query within a specified window size around position j and λ is a free parameter to
control to what extent the weight function affects a term’s score.
The modifications proposed in this section has the effect of rewarding query terms ap-
pearing in order in documents and therefore satisfying the term order constraint.
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Fig. 1: Figure (a) shows the effect of window size on MAP for SDM-M, figure (b) shows the
effect of window size on MAP for PLM-M at λ = 4, figure (c) shows the effect of λ on MAP
for PLM at a windows size of 4
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3 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our proposed modifications to SDM and PLM. Our aim is to
analyze and compare retrieval effectiveness of the proposed method across different collec-
tions with different features. We used four standard TREC collections in our experiment
AP88-89, Robust, WT2G, and WT10G. The first two collections are news collections, and
the last two are web collections with more noisy documents. The statistics for these collec-
tions are shown in table 1. We take the titles of topics as queries. We stem the documents
and queries using the Porter stemmer. The experiments on PLM and SDM were carried out
on the Lemur toolkit and the Galago toolkit respectively as these we the tools the original
authors used for their implementations3.
We use mean average precision (MAP) of the top 1000 ranked documents as our evalu-
ation metric. Statistical significance testing is performed using two-tailed paired t-test at a
95% confidence level.
Table 2: Comparison of the modified retrieval methods with their baselines.
AP Robust WT2g WT10g
MAP P@10 MAP P@10 MAP P@10 MAP P@10
SDM 0.2358 0.3483 0.2472 0.4149 0.2902 0.4300 0.1951 0.2369
SDM-M 0.2446* 0.3839* 0.2562* 0.4197* 0.3021* 0.4260 0.2034* 0.2500*
PLM 0.2198 0.3483 0.2538 0.4305 0.3287 0.4520 0.2073 0.2640
PLM-M 0.2299* 0.3678* 0.2619* 0.4378 0.3364* 0.4520 0.2236* 0.2560
3.1 Evaluation of modified methods
We compare each modified method with its unmodified counterpart as the baseline. The
results are summarized in table 2. Modified methods result in a statistically significant
improvement for all four datasets. The modifications have a greater effect on the WT2G
and WT10g datasets. This is most likely due to the fact that AP88-89 and Robust are
homogeneous collections but WT2G and WT10G are heterogeneous and therefore noisier.
As reported previously in [5] term dependency information is more helpful on noisy datasets.
We ran the experiment with window sizes between 2 and 15. Figures 1.a and 1.b shows
the sensitivity of MAP to the window size parameter for SDM-M and PLM-M. The best
results are achieved at a window size of around 4. This is expected as term order between
distant terms is meaningless and small windows sizes fail to detect semantic importance
between all terms and therefore lose some information.
Figure 1.c shows the sensitivity of the modified PLM method to parameter λ. Increasing
this parameter to large numbers increases document scores by an unreasonable amount
and if we choose a very small value for this parameter, changes to document score will be
ineffective. The best choice for all four datasets is to set this parameter to 4. To see whether
different values of λ may affect window size, for each window size we further compared the
results of different values of λ and observed that the effect of λ on MAP is unaffected by
window size, and the best choice for λ for any window size is still 4.
3 http://lemurproject.org/
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4 Conclusions
In this paper we used the axiomatic framework to propose a query term order constraint for
ad-hoc retrieval which states that if the order of two query terms is semantically important,
a document that has these two terms in the same order as the query should get a higher score
than a document that has them in the reverse order. Furthermore, we proposed modifications
to two well-known and robust information retrieval methods (SDM and PLM) so as to
satisfy the proposed constraint. The modifications make use of term order information to
effectively improve the performance of the baselines. Experimental results show the proposed
modifications cause a significant improvement over the baselines and a window of size 4 is
the best choice for considering term order dependency.
One future research direction is to search for a better SITO function and a more inte-
grated way to make state-of-the-art retrieval methods satisfy the proposed constraint.
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